
    

Inauguration of Ashok Goel Library

Rishihood University's Ashok Goel Library was inaugurated on Buddha Purnima by
University Chancellor Suresh Prabhu. The library is not only a space for acquiring
knowledge but also for creating and sharing knowledge. Within a short span of time, we
have 7 books authored by the Rishihood team. It aims to serve the community by
providing access to the largest and finest collection of books in Sonipat, India's
education hub, with over 1500 books contributed by the Rishihood team and nearly
10,000 donated by publishers, authors, and philanthropists.

Chancellor Suresh Prabhu Ji's Inspiring Visit to Rishihood University Campus

Founding Chancellor Suresh Prabhu's visit to Rishihood University left a lasting impact
on the academic community. Through insightful discussions and interactive sessions,
Chancellor Prabhu shared his vast experience in domains such as Railways, Commerce,
Power, and Civil Aviation, inspiring students, faculty, staff members, alumni,
and    administrators. He also expressed gratitude to   the housekeeping and security
staff.  Chancellor Suresh Prabhu's visit will be remembered as a transformative
experience, fueling our collective commitment to creating a positive impact on society.

Innovation & Collaboration Summit

The two-day summit held on 5th and 6th May 2023 brought together students, industry
leaders, startups and academic teams from across the globe to focus on the theme of
'Innovate, Collaborate, Transform.' The event featured engaging discussions,
workshops, and networking opportunities, providing a valuable platform for knowledge
sharing and collaboration.  By fostering a community of like- minded individuals, the
summit aimed to drive innovation and collaboration as crucial elements for success in
today's world, with plans to continue inviting innovators and partnering with bright
minds to bring about transformative change.

Rishi Sabha

In May, a new phase in the community life of Rishihood University began with a monthly
assembly on the 8th which will now continue on the first Monday of each month. The
assembly aims to bring together students, faculty, management, and supporting staff
for 60 minutes in the morning. Its purpose is to foster a common platform that
reinforces positive developments, corrects deviations from the path of dharma, and
aligns minds, expectations, and goals with the vision of experiencing unity and oneness
among all members. This vision is rooted in ancient Vedic wisdom encapsulated in
powerful statements such as "Aham Brahasmi," "Tat Tvam Asi," and "So ‘Ham."

Round Table India Connect 

Rishihood University recently organized a gathering of young entrepreneurs from
diverse industries in the Delhi NCR region. The event aimed to foster connections
between these entrepreneurs and Rishihood's academic community, facilitated by
Round Table India. Leading the enlightening discussion, RU Chancellor Shri Suresh
Prabhu ji emphasized on the importance   of values in bussiness. The event opened
doors for collaboration opportunities. The participating entrepreneurs will now serve as
mentors to Rishihood's students, contributing to a strong mentorship culture.

Admissions & Marketing Efforts
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Mechanics of Social Order Cube Efforts in
Integral Humanism

The article discusses the mechanics

of social order cube efforts in integral

humanism. The author argues that

the four Purusharthas, or fundamental

desires of human life, are

interconnected and interdependent.

The pursuit of a complete and fulfilling

life involves balancing all four

Purusharthas, with Moksha as the

ultimate goal. The cubic model of

Integral Humanism represents this

concept and emphasizes the

importance of keeping all four

Purusharthas in mind while pursuing

any one of them.

Read More

Women at the Helm: Shaping the Future of
Education in a World of Human-Machine

Synergy

Discover the future of higher

education as we adapt to a world

dominated by automation and artificial

intelligence. Women's innate strengths

in creativity, empathy, and building

strong social connections make them

ideal leaders for this transition. By

cultivating these uniquely human

qualities and promoting women's

involvement in leadership roles, we

can shape a compassionate, inclusive

academic environment that nurtures

innovation, personal growth, and

academic success for all.

Read More

In the month of May, our Admissions and Marketing team went above and beyond to
spread the Rishihood word through numerous outreach events and activities. From
collaborating with influencers to participating in career fairs, school sessions, and
online sessions, our team left no stone unturned. They traveled extensively across India,
passionately promoting the Rishihood vision. Through a combination of in-person and
virtual outreach meetings, we had the pleasure of engaging with nearly 4,000 potential
students. April was a month of many outreach events and activities to spread the
Rishihood word. The Admissions and Marketing team tapped into influencers, career
fairs, school sessions and online sessions.

It was an incredible month of connecting with bright minds and sharing the
transformative possibilities of Rishihood University.

Connecting our Human Existence with Memory

On our second trek through the mind's terrain, we explore the intricate connection

between mind, memory, and human consciousness. Join us as we discover how

memory can serve as a powerful tool in navigating our daily life and making sense of

our human existence.

Join Rishihood Family

Rishihood runs on generous contributions received from corporates, individuals, and

institutions. Rishihood leadership is a unique group of entrepreneurs, educationists,

social workers, and spiritual leaders. The group includes Padma Shri awardees,

parliamentarians, global professionals, venture investors, policy makers and more. We

invite you to co-create India's first impact university and join us in Creating the Future.

Join Now

Campus Address: NH-44, Near Bahalgarh, NCR of Delhi, Sonepat, Haryana 131021

Contact: +91-89299 00404 

Email: namaste@rishihood.edu.in
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